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DEPARTMENT OF
APPLIED HUMANITIES

Experience transformation at SAHSS, offering diverse
programs from bachelor’s to doctoral studies. Our
vibrant language and business communication courses
blend theory with real-world applications, preparing
students for global success as educators, translators,
communicators, and social work professionals.
Internships and hands-on experiences ensure readiness
for various sectors, from research and academia to
media and non-profits.

Join us at SAHSS, where every student's journey
catalyzes change in a rapidly evolving world!

We aim to be a beacon of educational excellence in the
Kingdom, pioneering innovative curriculum design and
cross-cultural understanding. With a focus on language
as a gateway to global citizenship, we foster respect for
diversity and facilitate language acquisition in Arabic,
English, and German. Every teacher is a language
facilitator, and every student is a language learner,
empowered to achieve their full potential in a
multilingual environment. Through our trilingual
approach, we promote international understanding and
celebrate the rich cultural tapestry of GJU and Jordan.



B.A.
TRANSLATION:
GERMAN,
ENGLISH

B.A. GERMAN AND
ENGLISH FOR

BUSINESS AND
COMMUNICATION

Experience linguistic excellence with our
Program, setting standards since 2007.
Unique globally, we offer equal proficiency in
three languages, catering to diverse linguistic
backgrounds. From honing language skills to
mastering translation intricacies, our program
prepares students for a transformative
journey. With immersive experiences in
Germany and prestigious internships, we
shape future translators with a global
perspective and boundless career
opportunities. 

with our program, offering comprehensive
training for versatile language professionals.
Master German for communication and
business, unlocking a world of career
opportunities in various sectors. Experience
life-changing immersion in Germany during
the final year, gaining deeper cultural insights
and enhancing future career prospects.
Discover the transformative power of our
program, where every step propels you
toward a brighter future.

Translator | Localization Specialist |
Interpreter | International Relations Specialist
| Cross-Cultural Consultant

Business Communication Specialist |
Marketing Coordinator | International Sales
Representative |Cultural Liaison Officer |
Public Relations Manager | Language Trainer

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES



The Department is responsible for
conducting two placement tests:

-   Arabic Language 
-  English Language

These essential exams – a must for all
students before embarking on their first
semester. Not only are they mandatory for
registration, but success also grants
students invaluable exemptions from pre-
courses with zero credit hours. 

Mandatory Courses for all majors:
-   Arabic Language Levels
-   English Language Levels
-   Military Science
-   National Education

Elective Courses for all majors:
-   Soft Skills
-   Sports and Health 
-   Intercultural Communications
-   Technical and Workplace Writing
-   Leadership and Emotional Intelligence
-   Social Entrepreneurship
     and Enterprises 

PLACEMENT TESTS

COURSES OFFERED IN
THE DEPARTMENT:

DEPARTMENT OF
BASIC EDUCATION

Welcome to our dynamic Department,
where we mold tomorrow's leaders with a
curriculum spanning Arabic, English,
Military Science, and National Education
alongside captivating electives like
Leadership and Intercultural
Communications. Beyond knowledge
transfer, we empower students to
articulate themselves with confidence,
fostering a deep appreciation for language
as a gateway to diverse perspectives. With
dedicated faculty and comprehensive
programs, students thrive in our nurturing
environment, mastering language skills
and cultural exchange. We offer
placement tests in English and Arabic to
ensure linguistic proficiency, preparing
students for success in their chosen
fields. Join us on a transformative journey
where you'll broaden your horizons and
redefine excellence in global
communication.



DUAL STUDY

Step into the vibrant world of the GEBC Dual Studies program, where language mastery,
business expertise, and communication finesse collide to create future leaders. This
program offers hands-on learning experiences that go beyond the classroom. Imagine
deciphering business strategies in multiple languages, backed by real-world applications
and insights from local and international partner companies.

At the heart of this program lies the Dual Study Track, a groundbreaking initiative that
blends education with practical training. From journalism to cultural work to business
management, the GEBC Dual Study program opens doors to diverse career paths. With
options to pursue further studies, such as an MA in German as a Foreign Language, and a
focus on adapting to the evolving job market, graduates are not just prepared – they're
ahead of the curve. Join us at the German Jordanian University and embark on a
transformative journey where language, business, and communication converge to
shape the leaders of tomorrow.

“Choosing SAHSS for my BA
studies was one of the best
decisions I've made; the
innovative curriculum, dedicated
faculty, and vibrant campus
community have empowered me
to excel academically and thrive
in my chosen field." 

— Saba Alajarmeh - Translation
Alumni

DUAL STUDY LOCAL
INDUSTRY PARTNERS


